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Bestselling author Doris Mortman now takes us into the hearts of two sisters whose destinies will
send them into separate worlds of darkness and light, love and hate. . . ."[TRUE COLORS] HAS IT
ALL."--CosmopolitanIsabelle de Luna is an ethereal figure as alluring and haunting as her paintings.
Her talent will make her legendary. But neither fame nor love can protect her from a killer waiting
for her to remember the long-ago night she watched him murder her mother . . . ."FASCINATING."-San Jose Mercury NewsNina Duran is Isabelle's adopted sister and friend . . . until a shattering
secret ignites a fury of hatred against her family. Now one of the nation's most ruthless journalists,
she's crafting a sizzling story that will destroy her sister and shoot her own fame into the
stratosphere . . . ."A SWEEPING SAGA."--The Dayton Daily NewsA spellbinding novel that sweeps us
from the sultry heat of Barcelona to the vibrant sunsets of Santa Fe to the posh galleries of
Manhattan, TRUE COLORS is a rich tapestry of character and story, a vivid portrait of two women
whose search for passion, revenge, and truth binds them forever."Solid writing. . . Who can resist
wealth, lechery, scandals, hate crimes, passionate sex scenes and family secrets all rolled into one
500-page novel?"--The Denver Post"TRUE COLORS takes the reader from Santa Fe to Barcelona and
deep into the world of art. . . . The featured cities are brought to life through detailed description
and the art world--both its creative and mercantile sides--are delved into in fascinating detail."--The
Dayton Daily News
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fetish
True Doris Mortman. A great summer novel.
Kanek
Really enjoy this author, Doris Mortman, just finished Wild Rose and wanted more of her cultural
and historical insights along with her fictional characters. True Colors gives a good look at an artist
development just as Wild Rose gave the development of a classic pianist.
Delalbine
Wow- when they said good condition, I wasn't expecting an uncreased spine and only a single
creased page.
Sorryyy
This is the first Mortman book I've read -- my loss. This is a really excellent novel with a fascinating
storyline, engaging and believeable characters and factual accuracy. Wether it's a middle class
family in the American Southwest or the wealthy Catalan aristocracy whose way of life is under
attack by Francisco Franco in Spain, the historical detail and the feel for locale are wonderful. About
the last in a dynasty of artists, in True Colors Mortman displays a vivid understanding of what the
artist sees and feels and about what drives them to create. A great find on any level.
Netlandinhabitant
Could not put this book down. It was as delicious as the Wild Rose. All of Doris' books are gripping
and involving. Love her work!
The Apotheoses of Lacspor
It was one of the better books out there. Easy to follow and hard to put down.
Kulasius
TRUE COLORS was an amazing book. I was not able to put the book down when I was reading. I
enjoyed the story very much. It's very realistic about what goes on in the lives of women in today's
day in age. It also shows women can achieve a prestiegous profession and reputaion.
I highly recommend this book.
Seriously? So horrible I could barely finish it. A travesty. A complete waste of the paper it was
printed on...I feel sorry for the tree that had to die for it.
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